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Abstract—Mobile applications have grown to become complex
software systems and some of the most used pieces of software
by end users all around the world. With the increase in their
complexity, software architecture has become an important topic
and a pressure point in their development lifecycle. The purpose
of this work is to define an automatic method for extracting
and examining the software architecture of mobile applications
by leveraging the use of Software Development Kits (SDKs) and
Artificial Intelligence algorithms. The proposed system is used for
finding architectural issues on the analysed codebase early in the
development phase and provides insightful information for both
software developers, architects as well as for the management
team.

Index Terms—mobile applications software architecture exam-
ining; automatic examination of software architectures

I. INTRODUCTION & CONTEXT

Mobile applications have grown to be complex software sys-
tems which are highly used and do heavy processing [1]. Entire
companies are build around this type of software products
(Whatsapp, Instagram, etc.) and they are responsible for their
main source of income making these software products one of
the central pieces of those businesses. In order for a mobile
application to be flexible to change, offer new functionalities,
implement all the new features of the SDKs, and support the
high end devices (most technological advanced) as well as
the low end (less technological advanced) ones those kind
of applications need to have a well defined and correctly
implemented software architecture.

Even if some architectural patterns make the development
process less error prone with respects to architectural correct-
ness, the architecture can not be easily imposed in a devel-
opment company without an external system for validating it.
There are many tools which can extract the implemented or
descriptive architecture [2] from a codebase [3]–[5] but those
are not tailored for mobile applications and their particularities,
such as the constant usage of certain SDKs and libraries
provided by the creators of mobile Operating Systems (OSs)
and the fact that the most widely used architectural patterns
are presentational ones derived from Model-View-Controller
[6], [7].

Another limitation of some of the existing tools is that
they do not provide a list of architectural issues found in
the codebase or insightful metrics for mobile applications
developers [8]. Furthermore they are not meant to be ran
in Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery (CI/CD)

pipelines in order to provide early feedback to the developers
regarding architectural inconsistencies and issues.

Our research focuses on creating a software architecture
recommendation system carried out in a checker tool for mo-
bile applications which highlights the architectural problems
and provides meaningful insights regarding the codebase, such
as how it has improved from the last run and the percentage
of wrong dependencies per architectural layer. Moreover, it
allows the specification of custom software architectures for
more complex projects. In addition, the tool is meant to be
run in a CI/CD pipeline as shown in Fig. 1 in order to detect
issues early in the development phase, while also offering
reports regarding the health of the codebase and outcomes
of refactoring periods.

Fig. 1: Software Architecture Checker tool CI/CD workflow

The expected outcomes of this research are:
• Developing a novel approach for identifying and exam-

ining the implemented software architecture of mobile
applications codebases.

• Defining a framework for specifying custom architec-
tural patterns and evaluate mobile applications codebases
against those

II. RESEARCH APPROACH

A. Identifying and examining architectural inconsistencies in
an implemented architecture

a) Motivation: In order to be able to evaluate the archi-
tectural health of a codebase, this must be split into composing
components and an investigation should be conducted on the
links and coupling between them. The analysis on the depen-
dencies between the components is done using a predefined
set of rules which should define the desired or prescriptive
architecture [2] of the codebase.

Mobile applications are clients ergo our interest revolves
around the monolithic architectures. Among the monolithic



architectures we are targeting the layered one as this subsec-
tion of styles is most commonly used on mobile applications.
Certain parts of the application such as the communication
with the backend server or the business logic can use other
micro architectures styles such as pipe-and-filter or micro-
kernels. A first attempt is to focus on analysing Model-
View-Controller (MVC) codebases as this is the precursor of
most of architectural patterns used on mobile platforms such
as Model-View-View-Model (MVVM) [9] or Model-View-
Presenter (MVP) [10]. In this work the MVC is considered
as a specialisation of the layer architectural style.

b) Research questions:
• RQ1: How can we identify the layers and their compo-

nents in an MVC architecture from a mobile application
codebase?

• RQ2: How can we analyse the MVC components and
links between them to highlight architectural issues?

• RQ3: How accurate is the detection of MVC compo-
nents?
c) Existing work: There have been many proposed ap-

proaches for extracting and reconstructing an architecture
from a codebase by using lexical information [11], structural
information [12], by using a mixed approach [13]–[15] or
tools [16], [17]. However, none of those exclusively focuses
on mobile platforms and their particularities to our knowledge.

MVC has been analysed from multiple points of view,
including mobile applications by both practitioners [18]–[20]
and academic community [9], [21]–[25] highlighting its strong
and weak features as well as possible configurations of de-
pendencies between layers; those findings were used for the
analysis phase. There have also been numerous researches on
the evaluation of the recovered architectures [9], [25], [26] and
the comparison of those [27].

d) Approach: Our approach follows 3 directions, firstly
we detect the components using the information provided by
the SDKs, secondly we use AI algorithms, the last direction is
a combination of the first two – we pursue a hybrid (combined)
path.

Mobile applications are built using certain SDKs provided
by the creators of mobile OSs. Those SDKs provide classes
and various structures for aiding the building of UI elements
and displaying them on the screen. We can use this informa-
tion for deciding which elements belong to the View layer.
Basically every element which inherits from an SDK defined
View component (on iOS is UIView, View on Android) can
be attributed to the Views layer.

In addition, we can also extract information regarding
Controller layer using the same approach. On the mobile SDKs
we have entities which are responsible for configuring the
View elements and handling their input (UIViewController
on iOS, Activity and Fragment on Android); any element
which inherits from one of those should be treated as a
Controller entity. The Controller layer should also contain the
elements which keep the state of the application and decide
when to navigate from one screen to another. Sometimes this
functionality is implemented in plain objects which do not

Fig. 2: Identification & analysis workflow

inherit from any predefined class. They are called Coordinating
Controllers and can be identified by detecting all the objects
which manipulate the simple Controller elements or other
Coordinating Controllers. A Coordinating Controller should
also be treated as Controller. After the detection the elements
composing the View and Controller layers the rest of the
codebase can be marked as being part of the Model layer.

This detection mechanism might not give 100% accurate
results as some elements might be wrongly categorised based
on the heuristics used, the order of application and the anal-
ysed architecture. The detection could be improved by using
clustering algorithms such as K means [28] or Mean Shift
[29]. All the detected codebase elements should be clustered
into groups based on their dependencies. This method will
categorise the elements of the codebase based on their depen-
dencies providing information regarding their actual behaviour
in contrast to the declared behaviour extracted using the SDK
inheritance method.

By using the SDK inheritance detection method we cat-
egorise the elements based on their declared behaviour and
we can extract with a high degree of confidence the elements
from the View and Controller layer. For the other layers the
clustering comes into play and helps distributing the codebase
based on their dependencies. Such hybrid approach allows
the proposed system to analyse simpler architectures such as
MVC but also its flavours (MVVM, MVP) and more complex
architectures such as View-Interactor-Presenter-Router-Entity
(VIPER) [30].

For the analysis part we construct the topological structure
of the architecture (an oriented graph) in which every element
(an element is a piece of a software systems: a class, struct,
enum, protocol/interface or a module [31]) from each layer
represents a node, the links between nodes represent depen-
dencies between those elements found in the codebase. Based
on the MVC flavour used, rules can be extracted regarding
the allowed dependencies between the layers, afterwards the
graph is checked for links which invalidate those rules, the
complete process is shown in Fig. 2.

e) Evaluation: In order to validate the proposed ap-
proach, the experiments should be conducted on multiple
different sized codebases which are using distinct architectures
on both open-source and private source projects in two phases:

1) Detect and analyse the codebases using only the SDK
inheritance detection method

2) Add the clustering process to the previous method and
re-conduct the experiments

Before conducting the experiments, the architecture of the
selected codebases should be manually extracted and used as
ground truth for the detection process.



B. Constraint based system for defining a personalised archi-
tecture

Fig. 3: Constraints system workflow

a) Motivation: Certain projects have particularities
which do not allow the usage of common software archi-
tectures. One example could be projects which use certain
libraries of UI components rather than using the mobile SDKs
provided ones, projects which have custom architectural layers
or projects which use a more specialised architecture such as
VIPER. Detecting the used architecture from those codebases
is a difficult task which can not be automatically achieved as
there are many particularities and an exhaustive list of mobile
applications architectural patterns can not be constructed. By
using a constraint based system for specifying the personalised
architecture we can also incorporate the knowledge of the ar-
chitecture [32] and further use it for the architectural evolution
as a future direction of study.

b) Research questions:
• RQ1: What are the elements required for defining a

software architectural pattern in the scope of the software
architecture checker system?

• RQ2: Can a more accurate specification improve the
accuracy of the checker system?
c) Existing work: There are many ways of specifying an

architecture using specialised languages [33]–[35] and previ-
ous researches have also been done for specifying architectural
constraints [36]. However those approaches are too complex
from a practitioner point of view. Researches have also been
done on dynamic ADLs used for endorsing the architectural
evolution [34]. There is a trade-off between the expressiveness
of a general-purpose ADL and the optimisation and personali-
sation of a more specialised ADL. Moreover, those approaches
refer to distributed or enterprise software systems which are
a few orders of magnitude more complex than a mobile
application. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, these
do not have any sort of information regarding the matching
of certain codebase entity within a certain architectural layer
which is a must have feature in respects to our research goal.

d) Approach: In order to be able to analyse custom
defined architectures we need to have a system for specifying
the architectural rules as well as how the codebase elements
should be distributed in layers. The proposed approach (Fig.
3) is aimed to define a list of layers of the architecture
together with rules needed for assigning elements from the
codebase to those. The rules specify different properties of the
elements, whether or not they should inherit from a certain
type, their file path in the codebase, as well as types of
properties and method definitions used. By creating layers
and specifying the matching rules for the elements composing
those, the codebase can be analysed with a higher degree

of confidence. This approach offers the flexibility to specify
any architectural pattern while also detecting with precision
which elements should reside in which layer. In order to fully
specify the software architecture we would need to define the
consistent dependencies between layers as directional links
between them. Those matching rules and dependencies are
also aimed to guide and support the evolution of architectures.

e) Evaluation: For the validation of the constraint based
system the proposed approach will be used in multiple open-
source and private projects which use unpopular or custom
architectures. The applications analysed in the previous phase
of the study will be re-analysed in order to see how the
accuracy of the system is improved. Experiments will be
conducted using different sets of rules in order to see which
ones impact the accuracy of the checker system the most.

III. TIMELINE

The presented research goal is aligned with my PhD pro-
posal. The detection and analysis part using SDK inference
was already implemented and the first results indicate an
average accuracy of 89.6% of the evaluation process on
several mobile codebases of different sizes. The complete
results, a detailed description of the workflow and experiments
conducted have been published [37], [38]. The current focus of
the research is on the clustering, the proposed method seems
promising and papers with our findings will be published later
this year. The last part of the study will be tackled as soon as
the insights about the clustering part are obtained.

The tool built for the validation of the proposed approach
can be easily be integrated into a CI/CD pipeline as it static
analyses the codebase. After insights are obtained from the
last part of the study, we plan to validate it with software
companies on ongoing projects.

IV. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Our plans for the future revolve around the evolution of
mobile architectures. It is common in the development of the
mobile applications for projects to have an architectural pattern
in place, but which needs to be changed due to technology
considerations (supporting certain libraries or features), busi-
ness (short development cycles or the expansion of the team),
or architectural ones (architectural erosion and architectural
drift).

In the last few years extensive work has been done in
the domain of evolutive software architectures [39]–[43] and
Artificial Intelligence (AI) software architecture improvements
[44] as well as in creating tools to aid the process of evolution
[45], [46]. Those researches try to shed some light on how a
software architecture can evolve and how smart algorithms can
be used for improving the architectural health of codebases.
If the results from the proposed approach are promising we
plans to further that work and apply its value in the domain of
mobile applications by using the already existing models and
enhancing them with mobile development particularities such
as the constant usage of SDKs and the predominantly usage
of presentational architectures.



We are especially interested in the following questions and
we plan to tackle them as soon as the scope of the current
research is finished

1) How can a codebase be evolved in a certain architectural
pattern?

2) How can the architectural evolution of a codebase be
monitored?
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